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Dear Honorable Commissioners:

Thank you for this opportunity to address the Commission regarding the proposed
closure of the Hawthorne Army Depot located in Hawthorne, Mineral County, Nevada. I urge
the Commission to remove the Hawthorne Army Depot from the BRAC list due to the invaluable
assets the base provides to the United States and the State of Nevada both for essential military
services and homeland security.

The Hawthorne Army Depot is strategically located in the Great Basin Desert behind the
Sierra Nevada Mountains. This location is invaluable as a defense for national security and
compliments the Naval Air Station located in Fallon, Nevada, where Top Gun is stationed only
70 miles away. Mineral County has undeveloped geothermal energy located near Hawthorne
that could be utilized as a secure resource by the Military and the United States to fight against
terrorist and other security threats. The physical terrain provides priceless training opportunities
for the Navy SEALS and Army RANGERS by offering deserts, mountains, and water within a
secure area. Such natural resources and assets could not be easily replaced by the military, if
they could be replaced at all. Further the existing facilities at the Hawthorne Army Depot are
critical to national security and defense for the West Coast of our United States.

Mineral County is located directly between Reno and Las Vegas Nevada and presents a
tactical location for Homeland Security. U.S. Highway 95 is often overlooked for national
security purposes due to the distance and remoteness between major metropolitan areas. It is this
remote location that provides the ideal location for the military and homeland security to focus
upon terrorism and national security. A closure of the Depot would create a ripple effect that
would result in closure or substantial reduction of services by the Mount Grant Hospital,
emergency fire and ambulance services, and other essential governmental services. Such cuts
would create safety issues for all of Southern Nevada as no other first responder services are
available in this area.
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On a more local level, the closure of the Hawthorne Army Depot would create financial 
disaster for Mineral County. It is well documented that an increase in crime is directly 
correlated with unemployment rates and increased poverty levels. The economic depression 
resulting from the base closure will attract the criminal element that manufacture 
methamphetamine and other narcotics from nearby California deserts. My Office has dealt with 
narcotic cases stemming from narcotic labs and gangs located in California. Closure of the base 
would only encourage the influx of crime into Nevada and leave local government with reduced 
resources to combat the crimes. Further, it would increase areas inside the U.S. boarders where 
terrorist activities could be conducted without detection. 
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Hawthorne, ~ e v a d a  has adopted the motto "Nevada's Patriotic Home" and promotes the 
unitled State's Milit& U~ an annual and active celebration of Armed Forces Day and billboard 
advertisements throu&&t Nevada. Following the most recent Armed Forces Day Parade, the 
HaAhorne ~ommudhy Iaised an American Flag at Lady Bird Park that measured 30 feet by 60 
feet on a 11 5 foot flag pde. Individuals in the community have committed to maintaining the 
flag on a full-time basis. It is this type of patriotism that the United States needs to maintain 
national security and ongoing war activities that the Pentagon and the President deem necessary 
for dur Country. I prdi that the BRAC Commission recognizes this commitment by the 
Hawthorne cornuni t$  A d  the Hawthorne Army Depot. 
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Based upon th'ebabove, I respecthlly request that the BRAC Commission remove the 
Hawthorne Army ~ e d o t  from the BRAC list and maintain this essential facility. 

Sincerely, 
- - - - 3  .- >. 
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